
100 Dead Metaphor Examples
● The face of the earth: Used to describe the planet’s surface.

● Break a leg: Commonly used to wish performers good luck.

● On the ball: Referring to being alert and competent.

● Under the weather: Denoting feeling unwell.

● Hit the nail on the head: To express something accurately.

● Time flies: Reflecting the fleeting nature of time.

● Backbone of the country: Describing essential support.

● All ears: Indicating full attention.

● Burning the midnight oil: Connoting late-night work.

● Rolling in the dough: Referring to wealth.

● Bite the bullet: Facing a difficult situation bravely.

● Walking on air: Signifying feeling extremely happy.

● Lend a hand: Meaning to offer assistance.

● In hot water: Conveying being in trouble.

● Head over heels: Describing being deeply in love.

● Fit as a fiddle: Indicating excellent health.

● On cloud nine: Representing extreme happiness.

● Put your foot in your mouth: Referring to saying something embarrassing.

● Break the ice: To initiate conversation in a social setting.

● Piece of cake: Describing an easy task.

● Born with a silver spoon: Referring to someone born into wealth.

● Heart of gold: Describing someone kind and compassionate.

● Catch someone’s eye: To attract someone’s attention.



● Cost an arm and a leg: Indicating something very expensive.

● Hold your horses: To ask someone to be patient.

● Barking up the wrong tree: Pursuing a mistaken course of action.

● Close as a clam: Describing someone secretive.

● Turn a blind eye: Ignoring something intentionally.

● Green with envy: Describing jealousy.

● Grin from ear to ear: Signifying a broad smile.

● Raining cats and dogs: Describing heavy rain.

● Throw in the towel: Giving up on a task or situation.

● Break the news: To inform someone of something.

● Hit the hay: Referring to going to bed.

● Hold your horses: Asking someone to wait or be patient.

● Spill the beans: Revealing a secret.

● Skeleton in the closet: Describing a hidden shameful secret.

● Old as the hills: Indicating something very old.

● Read between the lines: To understand an underlying meaning.

● Silver lining: Finding something positive in a negative situation.

● Running out of steam: Losing energy or enthusiasm.

● Turn over a new leaf: To make a fresh start.

● Salt of the earth: Describing someone honest and dependable.

● Going in circles: Repeating the same actions without progress.

● Driving me up the wall: Extremely frustrating.

● Get a taste of your own medicine: Experiencing what you’ve caused others.

● Paint the town red: To go out and enjoy oneself.

● Apple of my eye: Something or someone cherished.

● Jumping on the bandwagon: Following a popular trend.

● Flying off the handle: Reacting angrily.



● Cry over spilled milk: Worrying about something that can’t be changed.

● Nose to the grindstone: Working hard.

● Cost a pretty penny: Something expensive.

● Back to the drawing board: Starting over from the beginning.

● Up in arms: Angry or protesting.

● Chew the fat: Chatting or talking casually.

● Give someone the cold shoulder: Ignoring someone intentionally.

● Straight from the horse’s mouth: Getting information directly from the source.

● Chomping at the bit: Eager to start something.

● Fish out of water: Feeling uncomfortable in a new situation.

● Let the cat out of the bag: Revealing a secret.

● Stabbed in the back: Betrayed by someone.

● Sweating bullets: Extremely nervous or anxious.

● Easy as pie: Referring to a task that’s simple to complete.

● In a nutshell: Summing up something concisely.

● Hit the sack: Going to bed.

● On thin ice: In a risky or dangerous situation.

● The ball is in your court: It’s your turn to take action.

● A penny for your thoughts: Asking someone what they’re thinking.

● Pulling your leg: Teasing or joking with someone.

● Beat around the bush: Avoiding a direct answer or topic.

● Caught red-handed: Caught in the act of doing something wrong.

● Walking a fine line: Balancing on the edge of a decision.

● Spinning your wheels: Engaging in unproductive activity.

● Throwing caution to the wind: Taking a risk without worrying about

consequences.

● Burning the candle at both ends: Overworking yourself.



● Break the camel’s back: The last straw that leads to a final outcome.

● Waiting for the other shoe to drop: Anticipating something negative to happen.

● Batten down the hatches: Preparing for a challenging situation.

● Cry wolf: Raising a false alarm.

● Turn a blind eye: Ignoring something intentionally.

● Lost in the shuffle: Overlooked in a busy situation.

● A chip on your shoulder: Holding a grudge or being confrontational.

● Pulling out all the stops: Using every available option or resource.

● Between a rock and a hard place: Facing a difficult choice.

● Down in the dumps: Feeling sad or depressed.

● Go the extra mile: Putting in extra effort.

● Get off your high horse: Asking someone to stop acting superior.

● Water under the bridge: Referring to past events that no longer matter.

● Cut corners: Taking shortcuts to save time or money.

● Hit the nail on the head: Accurately describing or identifying something.

● Running on fumes: Operating with very little energy or resources.

● Playing with fire: Engaging in risky behavior.

● Burning bridges: Damaging relationships irreparably.

● All that glitters is not gold: Things that appear attractive may not be valuable.

● Kicking the bucket: Euphemism for dying.

● Swinging for the fences: Taking a bold and ambitious approach.

● Don’t count your chickens before they hatch: Don’t make plans based on

uncertain outcomes.

● Back to square one: Returning to the beginning of a process.

● Spill the beans: Reveal a secret unintentionally
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